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We compute physical properties across the phase diagram of the t-J⊥ chain with long-range dipolar
interactions, which describes ultracold polar molecules on optical lattices. Our results obtained by
the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) indicate that superconductivity is enhanced
when the Ising component Jz of the spin-spin interaction and the charge component V are tuned to
zero, and even further by the long-range dipolar interactions. At low densities, a substantially larger
spin gap is obtained. We provide evidence that long-range interactions lead to algebraically decaying
correlation functions despite the presence of a gap. Although this has recently been observed in
other long-range interacting spin and fermion models, the correlations in our case have the peculiar
property of having a small and continuously varying exponent. We construct simple analytic models
and arguments to understand the most salient features.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At the interface between atomic, molecular, optical,
and condensed matter physics, systems of ultracold polar molecules [1–20] have caused a lot of excitement
and opened a path for the quantum simulation [21–
29] of quantum magnetism [30–38] and superconductivity [39, 40] on optical lattices [41, 42]. Intrinsic to
these systems are the long-range dipolar-type interactions which, in contrast to the long-ranged Coulomb interaction in condensed matter systems, are not affected
by screening. As described in Refs. 38 and 40, these systems can emulate generalized t-J-type models [39, 43–46]
in which the values of all parameters can be tuned independently by forming dressed states of the molecules via
DC electrical fields and microwaves. We consider the experimentally simplest variant, in which the spin exchange
is anisotropic and of the XX type, which we call the t-J⊥
model. As discussed in Ref. 38, this model arises in a parameter regime accessible to experiments with reactive
ultra cold polar molecules; indeed, experiments out-ofequilibrium in this parameter regime have observed spin
exchange interactions [36, 37]. Furthermore, the same
model can describe nonreactive molecules in a realistic
parameter regime, even when accounting for the complicated collisional physics [47, 48], as follows from the
results in Refs. 49–51.
In this paper, we address the phase diagram of the
one-dimensional t-J⊥ -model with anisotropic spin interactions in the XX limit and in which the densitydenisty interaction is set to zero. We start with nearest neighbor (n.n.) interactions [40] and then extend
the study to systems with next-nearest neighbor (n.n.n.)
and long-range, dipolar-type interactions as realized in
polar molecules. We apply the density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [52–57]. Figure 1 shows the

phase diagrams we obtained. While for n.n. interactions we are able to obtain the phase diagram for fillings
0.1 ≤ n ≤ 0.9, for the n.n.n. and the dipolar case it
is difficult to obtain reliable results at fillings n & 0.7,
so for these cases we focus on the behavior at n . 0.7.
On a qualitative level, the resulting phase diagrams are
very similar to the one of the usual SU(2)-invariant t-J
chain with n.n. interactions (see Ref. 58 and references
therein) with the main difference being an additional intermediate phase with finite spin gap and Luttinger parameter [59] Kρ < 1 appearing in the case of n.n.n. and
dipolar interactions. This is similar to what was obtained
in Ref. 60 when adding density-density interactions to
the t-J model. On the quantitative level, when using energy units in which the hopping amplitude is set to one,
t ≡ 1, the extensions of the metallic and superconducting
phases and the magnitude of the spin gap are enhanced.
More subtly, we find that in the presence of the dipolar
interactions an algebraic tail is visible in the long-distance
decay of correlation functions even in the gapped phase.
A similar effect has been reported previously for Isingsystems with dipolar interactions [61, 62], for long-range
interacting p-wave superconductors with Majorana edge
modes [63], and for systems with quadratic algebraically
decaying interactions it can be proven that in such systems the correlation functions decay with the same exponent as the one of the interaction [64]. Here, we report
such an effect in an intriguing new regime. Similar to
the aforementioned results, we have a spin gap with algebraically decaying correlations. However, the current
system has at least two distinct features: first, there is
an additional, gapless (charge) degree of freedom, and,
second, we find a correlation that decays spatially much
more rapidly than the interaction itself, with an exponent
that varies continuously with the model parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the models, methods and observables used to
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FIG. 1. Phase transition and crossover lines obtained by the
DMRG after extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit: (a)
t-J⊥ chain with n.n. interactions, Eq. (4) (also see Ref. [40]);
(b) t-J⊥ model with n.n.n. interactions, Eq. (5); (c) dipolar t-J⊥ model, Eq. (3). The different regions are: SDW –
two-channel Luttinger liquid (LL) with dominant spin density wave (SDW) correlations; SS+SG – singlet superconductor (SS) with finite spin gap [SG, Eq. (6)], a one-channel LL
phase; PS – phase separation, characterized by a vanishing inverse compressibility [Eq. (7)]; CDW – one-channel LL phase
with dominating charge density wave (CDW) correlations and
finite spin gap. The dotted lines indicate constant values of
the Luttinger parameter Kρ , the blue line indicates Kρ = 1.
At the green line, the spin gap becomes larger than 3 × 10−3 t
(estimated numerical accuracy after extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit) upon increasing J⊥ /t. The red line indicates the onset of phase separation. We display only results
for J⊥ /t > 3, since for smaller values the systems seem to
be in the SDW phase. Note that in (b) and (c) we present
numerical results for the phase transition/crossover lines only
for densities n ≤ 0.7, as described in the text. Also note that
in (a) we do not further distinguish between triplet SC (TS)
and SS, since we are neglecting logarithmic corrections, which
can make the TS channel dominant [59, 65].

analyze the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1. In Sec. III
we present in some detail the numerical results which we
used to derive the phase diagrams of Fig. 1. In Sec. IV
we develop a toy model to estimate the size of the spingapped, superconducting region at low fillings and provide a simple understanding for why this phase gets en-

where we assume that double occupancies are not al(†)
lowed. As usual, ci,σ are fermionic annihilation (creation)
operators for a particle with spin σ on lattice site i, the
Hilbert space is the usual fermionic Hilbert space projected onto the space with no doublons (as in the usual
t-J model), Si+ = c†i,↑ ci,↓ and Si− = c†i,↓ ci,↑ are the spin
raising and lowering operators, Siz = (c†i,↑ ci,↑ − c†i,↓ ci,↓ )/2
is the z component of the spin operator, and ni =
P †
σ ci,σ ci,σ is the total density on site i. Note that all parameters of the Hamiltonian as well as the filling can be
tuned independently. Remarkably, in the polar molecule
realization it is also possible to emulate a bosonic version
of this Hamiltonian; here, however, we restrict ourselves
to the fermionic case due to its relation to condensed matter systems. Also note in the cold molecules implementation the hopping term is only between nearest neighbor lattice sites, while the other terms (originating from
the dipolar interaction between the molecules) are long
ranged. In this paper, we treat systems in one spatial
dimension.
Reference 38 and 40 showed that Eq. (1) describes
molecules in a sufficiently deep optical lattice that the
doublons are suppressed. This suppression could result
either from strong Hubbard-type on-site interactions, or
it could result from quantum Zeno suppression of the
doublons in reactive molecules. Recently, it has been theoretically argued that even for nonreactive molecules, the
on-site interactions are not Hubbard-like, and involve numerous interaction channels [49–51]. Despite this, when
the multichannel interactions are sufficiently strong, doublons are suppressed and Eq. (1) is the correct effective
description of the system.
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The model Eq. (1) is a generalization of the ‘standard’
t-J model [39, 44–46], which in 1D reads
i
Xh †
HtJ = −t
ci,σ ci+1,σ + h.c.
i,σ


X
1
~
~
+J
Si · Si+1 − ni ni+1 ,
4
i

(2)

and which is obtained via second order degenerate perturbation theory from the Hubbard model [46], therefore
retaining the SU(2) symmetry of the original model. In
perturbation theory, one finds J = 4t2 /U , with U the
strength of the Hubbard interaction, and it is not possible to tune the parameters t, J⊥ , Jz and V independently
from each other. Note that model Eq. (2) is obtained
from Eq. (1) by considering only nearest neighbor interactions and setting Jz = J⊥ ≡ J and V = −J/4.
Although the molecular system is in principle fully
tunable, the simplest experimental realization of model
Eq. (1) has Jz = V = W = 0 [37, 38, 40], motivating us
to calculate the phase diagram of the dipolar t-J⊥ chain
i
Xh †
ci,σ ci+1,σ + h.c.
HtJ⊥ = − t
i,σ


 + −
J⊥ X
1
+
Si Sj + Si− Sj+ .
3
2 j>i |i − j|

(3)

We also consider the model truncated to only n.n. interactions,
i
Xh †
Hn.n. tJ⊥ = − t
ci,σ ci+1,σ + h.c.
i,σ


J⊥ X  + −
+
Si Si+1 + Si− Si+1
,
+
2 i

(4)

and n.n.n. interactions,
i
Xh †
Hn.n.n.tJ⊥ = −t
ci,σ ci+1,σ + h.c.

in the phase diagram. Also note that Ref. 66 obtained
the phase-diagram of the t-Jz -chain by an exact Bethe
ansatz calculation. It also shows the sequence of metallic, superconducting, and phase separation phases, but in
particular at low fillings it differs qualitatively from the
phase diagram of the standard t-J model, so that the behavior of the t-J⊥ model appears to be closer to the one
of the SU (2) symmetric model. These studies, however,
show that both the V -term and the Jz -term can cause
(or at least influence) the SC phase.
As seen in Fig. 1, setting Jz = 0 and V = 0 in 1D
strongly enhances the superconducting phase in comparison to the result of Ref. 58. This finding raises the question of what the optimal V and Jz values are for superconductivity. In Sec. IV, we will address the interplay
of the J⊥ -, the Jz - and the V -term with the kinetic energy at low fillings, which gives us excellent estimates for
the phase boundaries, and which allows us to discuss the
importance of each of these terms for the SC phase.
Turning to the effect of dipolar interactions, we note
that Ref. 40 discussed the possibility of a phase that was
absent for the n.n. model, where there is a spin gap but
Kρ < 1. Due to the long-range interactions, the numerical treatment is more difficult so that Ref. 40 was unable
to reach a definitive conclusion. Here, we extend these
calculations to treat larger system sizes. In order to do
so, we analyze in Sec. V the effect of keeping the interaction terms at all distances. We find that the intermediate
phase does seem to persist in the numerics. We also find
that a cutoff in the interaction range of the order of 1020 sites can lead to an excellent quantitative agreement
of the observables treated, so that it becomes possible to
obtain reliable results for larger systems. Interestingly,
this works best for gapless phases. As soon as a gap
opens, the long-range nature of the interactions leads to
an algebraic tail that dominates the usual exponentially
decaying correlation function, as discussed in detail in
Sec. V.

i,σ
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(5)
Comparing the dipolar case to these models with truncated interaction ranges isolates the effects of the longrange interaction.
As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), the ground state phase diagram of the t-J⊥ chain with n.n. spin exchange is similar to the one of the standard t-J chain Eq. (2) [58]: the
phases and the overall structure of the phase diagram are
unchanged, but the numerical values of the phase boundaries are modified. This indicates that competing interactions that govern the central physics of the t-J chain
are taken into account by the interplay of the kinetic energy term with the J⊥ term. Note that Ref. 60 finds
adding density-density interactions (both, n.n. and longrange) to influence the size of the superconducting region

B.

Observables

To obtain the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1, we follow Ref. 58 and analyze a variety of observables described
in this section.
An important indicator for the expected LutherEmery-like phase is the spin gap,
z
z
∆S = E0 (N, Stotal
= 1) − E0 (N, Stotal
= 0) .

(6)

This spin-gapped superconducting phase is expected to
phase separate at larger J⊥ /t, which is characterized by
a vanishing inverse compressibility,
∂ 2 e0 (n)
∂n2
[e
0 (n + ∆n) + e0 (n − ∆n) − 2e0 (n)]
≈ n2
, (7)
∆n2

κ−1 (n) = n2

4
where e0 (n) denotes the ground state energy per site at
filling n.
We note that our system is not invariant under SU(2)
spin transformations, and so we must use the appropriate bosonization expressions for correlation functions
accounting for this. In general, one requires a dressed
charge matrix [67] to describe this situation. In such
a case, the spin and charge degrees of freedom mix into
new effective degrees of freedom. However, in the present
case, where there remains a symmetry between up and
down spins, we can apply the SU(2) bosonization expressions, with the only modification that Kσ 6= 1 in general.
The Luttinger parameter Kρ can be related to the
Fourier-transform of the density-density correlation functions
Nij = hni nj i − hni ihnj i,

(8)

which reads
N (k) =

L
1 X ik(i−j)
e
Nij .
L i,j=1

(9)

From bosonization, it is known that for a gapless LL
phase (i.e., no finite spin or charge gap) the density correlation function is [68] (we do not consider logarithmic
corrections)
cos(2kF r)
Kρ
+ A1 Kσ +Kρ
2
(πr)
r

hn(r)n(0)i =

+A2 cos(4kF r)r−4Kρ ,

(10)

and in a phase with finite spin gap
hn(r)n(0)i =

Kρ
+ A1 cos(2kF r)r−Kρ .
(πr)2

(11)

Hence, as long as the charge gap is zero, Kρ can be obtained from the limit k → 0 of N (k),
N (k) → Kρ

|k|
for k → 0
π

(12)

by fitting the slope of N (k). In a finite system of length
L, one fits N (k) over a range 1/L < k < 1/` where ` is the
relevant microscopic length; one does this for several L
and extrapolates to the thermodynamic limit. Similarly,
for obtaining Kσ , we can use the Fourier transform of
spin correlation functions [68]
hS α (r)S α (0)i =

Kσ
cos(2kF r)
+ A γSDW
2
(πr)
r

(13)

=

hSiz Sjz i

−

hSiz ihSjz i,

S(k) =

L
1 X ik(i−j) spin,long
e
Cij
L i,j=1

(15)
|k|
→ Kσ
for k → 0 .
π
However, extrapolation and interpretation of the numerical results requires care. At k = 0, the bosonization
expressions Eqs. (10), (11), and (13) lead to a value of
the structure factor in the thermodynamic limit, which
is exactly zero. However, we find that for finite systems
as k → 0, N (k) and S(k) asymptote not to zero, but to a
small finite value, which for a fixed value of L gets larger
when approaching the phase separation region. This
could indicate that the bosonization expressions migth
loose their validity in this region. However, we attribute
this to finite-size effects, which become more pronounced
close to phase separation. Indeed, over a wide range of
parameters, the value of the structure factors at k = 0
seems to go to zero when performing a finite-size extrapolation, so that in the thermodynamic limit again
N (k = 0) = 0 and S(k = 0) = 0, respectively. We therefore believe our results to build a valid basis for obtaining
the numerical values of Kρ and Kσ also in the case of long
range interactions. Nevertheless, the finite size effect is
more pronounced for long-ranged interactions. At large
fillings (n & 0.7), this makes it difficult to investigate
for the existence of a superconducting precursor region
to phase separation. The possible SC phase is expected
to be small, and the finite size effects in the region of interest are so substantial, that the value of the structure
factors at k = 0 for the system sizes treated could not
safely be extrapolated to zero, so that fitting values for
Kρ becomes meaningless. Alternatives would be to treat
much larger systems, or to perform the computations directly in k−space, as, e.g., discussed in Ref. 69. Since
both would be a substantial numerical effort, we leave
such studies to future research.
In the following, we use the behavior of Kρ , Kσ , the
compressibility, and of the spin-gap to determine the
phase diagrams. We complement this by analyzing the
algebraic decay of various correlation functions and identifying the dominant ones (i.e. the ones which decay with
the smallest exponent). In particular, we consider the
density-density correlation function Eq. (8), the longitudinal spin correlation function Eq. (14), the transverse
spin-spin correlation function, which is independent of
the longitudinal correlations since the t-J⊥ model lacks
SU(2) invariance,
spin,trans
Cij
= hSi+ Sj− i,

where for the spin components α = x, y the exponent
γSDW,x = γSDW,y = Kρ + Kσ−1 and for α = z γSDW,z =
Kρ +Kσ . As above for Kρ , the numerical value of Kσ can
hence be obtained, e.g., by computing the longitudinal
spin correlation function
spin,long
Cij

and by fitting the slope of the spin structure factor,

(14)

(16)

and the pairing correlation functions
Pij = h∆†T /S (i) ∆T /S (j)i.

(17)


1 
∆†S (i) = √ c†i,↓ c†i+1,↑ − c†i,↑ c†i+1,↓
2

(18)

Here,
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for singlet pairing, and
∆†T (i) = c†i,↑ c†i+1,↑

C.

(19)

for triplet pairing. Note that the lack of SU(2) invariance imposes up to three different possible triplet pairing channels; for simplicity, we focus only on the one
denoted by Eq. (19). In a gapless LL, bosonization predicts [65, 70]
h∆†S (r)∆S (0)i =
C0 r−(Kσ +1/Kρ ) + C1 cos(2kF r)r−(Kρ +1/Kρ ) ,
(20)
and in the presence of a spin gap (Kσ is not defined any
more)
h∆†S (r)∆S (0)i =
C00 r−1/Kρ + C10 cos(2kF r)r−(Kρ +1/Kρ ) ,

(21)

while for the triplet pairing correlations in the absence of
a spin gap,
h∆†T (r)∆T (0)i = C000 r−(1/Kσ +1/Kρ ) +
C100 cos(2kF r)r−(Kρ +1/Kρ +Kσ +1/Kσ ) ,

(22)

and in the presence of a spin gap
h∆†T (r)∆T (0)i = C0000 r−1/Kρ +C1000 cos(2kF r)r−(Kρ +1/Kρ ) .
(23)
Motivated by the various bosonization results for the correlation functions listed in this section, we fit our numerical results for each of the correlations to a function of
the form
A
+
f (|i − j|) =
|i − j|α
cos(k1 |i − j| + ϕ1 )
cos(k2 |i − j| + ϕ2 )
B
+C
|i − j|β
|i − j|γ
(24)
in order to obtain the values of the exponents and also of
Kρ,σ , respectively, from a direct fit to the real space data.
This complements the momentum space fits of the structure factors described earlier. We expect ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0
and, as a function of filling n, the Fermi wave vector is
2kF = nπ. We expect k1 = 2kF and k2 = 4kF , respectively. However, we obtain more stable fits by fitting
these variables. By comparing the so obtained values
for α, β and γ of the different correlation functions, we
identify the dominant one by choosing the smallest absolute values of these fitting parameters. Note that due
to the complicated fitting function, the error in the values of the exponents can be ∼ 20% (see, e.g., Ref. 71 for
a similar study in a spin system), and sometimes even
larger. We have performed the fits by a direct leastsquare fitting procedure, and also using more powerful
genetic algorithms [72]. The results of both approaches
are of comparable quality. In the following we present
the best obtained fit results, typically from the simpler
direct least square fitting procedure.

DMRG

We apply the density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method) [52–57] for obtaining ground state
properties of the system in the presence of n.n., n.n.n.,
and long-range dipolar type interactions. In all cases, we
apply open boundary conditions (OBC) to systems with
up to L = 200 lattice sites. For systems with long-range
interactions, we keep track of all interaction terms when
L ≤ 100. For larger systems, we introduce a cutoff for
distances d > 20 which due to the smallness of the interaction beyond this distance usually gives quantitative
agreement with taking the full range of interactions into
account, as demonstrated in Sec. V in the case of gapless
phases. For the relevance of the long-range interactions
on the behavior of correlation functions in the presence of
a gap, see Sec. V. Typically, we perform 6-10 sweeps and
keep up to m = 1000 states. Despite the presence of longrange interactions, the calculations over a wide range of
the phase diagram appear to be well converged and the
results for obtaining the phase diagram have an accuracy comparable to the ones typically obtained for n.n.
interactions. Convergence problems mainly arise in the
vicinity of the phase separation region and at high densities, where we are particulalry careful when discussing
the results. Note that it appears useful for future studies
to use a formulation of the algorithm in terms of matrix
product operators, as, e.g., discussed in Refs. 28 and 73
and references therein, which speed up the calculations.

III. LUTTINGER PARAMETER, SPIN GAP,
COMPRESSIBILITY, AND EXPONENTS OF
THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In this section we discuss how we obtained the phase
diagrams presented in Fig. 1 by using the observables and
fitting procedures discussed in Sec. II B.

A.

The n.n. t-J⊥ chain

Here we revisit the phase diagram of the t-J⊥ chain of
Ref. 40 and discuss in more detail some of its features.
We start with the spin gap. An example for a typical
finite-size extrapolation using a quadratic fit function is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2, leading to the spin gap in
the thermodynamic limit displayed in the main pannel of
Fig. 2. A spin-gapped region, i.e. a Luther-Emery liquid,
is readily apparent. We identify the boundary of this region by the contour line on which the gap is 3 × 10−3 t,
which we estimate to be the accuracy of our finite size
extrapolation (the extrapolated data starts to show artifacts at smaller values. Note that, e.g., in Ref. 74 by comparison to Bethe ansatz for a XXZ-chain an even higher
accuracy of 5 × 10−4 was estimated. For the long-ranged
interactions, however, the convergence is more difficult
to control so that we use this more conservative error
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estimate). Outside this region we assume the gap to be
zero, or at least so small that it cannot be resolved reliably. Interestingly, the spin gap appears to decrease close
to the region where phase separation occurs (diagnosed
by the compressibility, as discussed below), resulting in
a pronounced maximum around J⊥ /t ∼ 6.3.
Next, we consider the values of the Luttinger parameters Kρ , displayed in Figs. 1(a), and Kσ , displayed in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 1 the region with Kρ < 1 can be distinguished from the one with Kρ > 1, in which pairing
correlation functions become dominant [59]. In Fig. 3 we
show our results for Kσ as a function of J⊥ /t and n.
In Fig. 4(a) we show a typical example for how we ob-
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from fitting the structure factor of the longitudinal spin correlations Eq. (13) as discussed in the text. The black dotted
line indicates ∆S /t = 3 × 10−3 , which was used in Fig. 1
as border of the spin gapped region. The black dashed line
indicates onset of phase separation, as in Fig. 1.

tained the values of Kρ by fitting the slope in the charge
structure factor for results on finite systems and extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit, and in Fig. 4(b) the
same procedure for obtaining Kσ from fitting to the spin
structure factor. For J⊥ /t & 8 it becomes more difficult
to keep the high numerical accuracy, making it more difficult to control the obtained values for Kρ . That this
region coincides with the region in which phase separation is obtained is displayed in Fig. 5 showing the inverse
compressibility going to zero in this region. For completeness, we also performed real space fits of the correlation
functions to the LL expressions. In Fig. 6 we show an
example for the fits using Eq. (24).
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FIG. 5. (a) Inverse compressibility κ−1 , Eq. (7), for different
values of the filling n as a function of J⊥ /t for the system with
nearest neighbor interactions Eq. (4). (b) Line in the (n, J⊥ )plane at which κ−1 = 0, indicative for the phase separation
region for the chain with n.n. [Eq. (4), red squares], n.n.n.
[Eq. (5), green circles], and dipolar interactions [Eq. (3), blue
triangles].

B.

The dipolar and n.n.n t-J⊥ chains

Now we perform the same analysis for the dipolar and
n.n.n. variants of the t − J⊥ chain, Eqs. (3) and (5),
respectively.
In both cases, the spin gap behaves very similarly to
the one in the n.n. model, but it is larger, a point to
which we will return in Sec. IV. Its value for the n.n.n.
system is larger than in the n.n. case, and is further increased in the case of dipolar interactions. Also, taking
into account the longer range interactions leads to a further extension of the spin gapped region towards smaller
as well as larger values of J⊥ /t, which we will also address
in Sec. IV.
Next, we consider the Luttinger parameters Kρ and
Kσ . The values we obtained for Kρ are displayed in
Figs. 1(b) and (c) for the systems with n.n.n. and dipolar
interactions, respectively. Again, they were obtained by
fitting the k → 0 part of the charge structure factor as
in Eq. (12) for which we show typical examples in Fig. 7.
Note that we perform the fits assuming a A+bk behavior

of the structure factors at k = 0, where A disappears in
the thermodynamic limit as shown in the insets of Fig. 7,
as discussed in Sec. II B. However, in these cases, at large
fillings when approaching phase separation, it becomes
more and more difficult to perform this analysis, as the
value of N (k) for k → 0 becomes larger with increasing
filling and J⊥ /t. It is difficult to tell if this is due to
convergence problems, which are not apparent from the
calculations, or if other effects come into play. As we
base our analysis of the phase diagram on the behavior
of Kρ , and obtaining it becomes more difficult in this
region, we discuss the phase diagram only up to fillings
n = 0.7. It appears necessary to consider more elaborate
tools to extract the value of Kρ more reliably in this
region, e.g., by computing the structure factor directly in
momentum space [69]. Similar problems are encountered
when computing Kσ , so that we refrain from discussing
its behavior for the n.n.n. and the dipolar system.
Note that, in contrast to the n.n. case, the regions
with a finite spin gap and with Kρ < 1 now overlap
in a small intermediate region of the phase diagram, as
indicated in Figs. 1(b) and (c). The appearance of this
intermediate phase is the main qualitative difference of
the phase diagram caused by considering spin exchange
interactions beyond nearest neighbors.
In order to further characterize the phases in detail,
we turn to the behavior of the exponents of the correlation functions, which we obtain by fitting Eq. (24) to the
numerical results in real space. This gives us an independent estimate for the phase boundaries. In Fig. 8 we
show the three correlations with the smallest value of the
exponent in the dipolar case, from which we identify the
dominant correlation at long range. Figure 8(a) shows
the results at n = 0.4. As can be seen, an intermediate
region appears in which CDW correlations become dominant. The boundaries of this region are in good quantitative agreement with the results of Fig. 1 based on Kρ
and the opening of the spin gap. At n = 0.8 [Fig. 8(b)],
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dipolar, n = 0.4, J⊥/t = 5.6
ﬁt
|〈ninj〉 - 〈ni〉〈nj〉|
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κ-1, thermodynamic limit
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100

r = |i-j|

FIG. 6. Example of a fit of the density-density correlation
function Eq. (10) using Eq. (24).
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FIG. 8. Typical results for the exponents of the correlation
functions of the system with dipolar interactions, Eq. (3). (a)
The dominant exponents at filling n = 0.4 as a function of
J⊥ /t; (b) the same at n = 0.8. The dotted vertical lines
in (a) indicate the position of the intermediate CDW phase
obtained from the spin gap and the Kρ = 1 line in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 7. Typical fits of the structure factors to obtain (a) Kρ
and (b) Kσ for the system with dipolar interactions. The
results look similar for the n.n.n. case. The insets show extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit of the values of the
Luttinger liquid parameters as well as of the values of the
structure factors at k = 0.

the results indicate that at J⊥ /t & 9.6 the singlet-pairing
correlations become dominant, which would support the
presence of a small SC precursor region to phase separation also at large densities. To confirm the presence of
such a phase, it would be necessary to obtain Kρ/σ with
high accuracy, as mentioned before.
Summarizing, our results for the various observables
strongly concur for the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1.
Questions that arise at this point are why the spin gapped
phase is enhanced by setting to zero the Jz and V terms
and furthermore by the long-range interactions, as indicated by the comparison at low filling n = 0.1 displayed
in Fig. 9. Also, it remains to clarify if the dipolar interactions may have further effect on the long-distance
behavior of correlation functions. Both are further dis-

IV. UNDERSTANDING THE PHASE
DIAGRAM: VARIATIONAL APPROACH

In this section, we present an analytical approach to
understanding why at low fillings there are two transitions and how their locations depend on the model
parameters. Similar considerations can be found in
Refs. 60, 75, and 76. Here, we adapt them to the situation of fully tunable parameters as realizable in the
polar molecule quantum simulators. Although we make
use of a rather crude variational approach applied to a
toy model, we end up with good predictions of all of the
trends and of the right order of magnitude for the values
of the critical points.
The DMRG results of Fig. 1 and of Ref. 58 show that
for both t-J and t-J⊥ Hamiltonians, at low fillings a superconducting phase forms in a window of values of J
or J⊥ for a broad range of densities n. Namely, upon
increasing J or J⊥ , the system is driven from a gapless
Luttinger liquid into the superconducting spin-gap phase
(1)
at a critical value, Jc . Then, there is a transition from
the superconducting phase to a phase separated region at
(2)
Jc . DMRG shows several interesting trends for the coupling constants Jc . First, both values of Jc increase with
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density. Next, the values of both Jc ’s are larger for the
t-J⊥ case than for the standard t-J case. Additionally,
the superconducting regime is wider for the t-J⊥ case.
This is doubly important because this wider region also
naturally leads to a larger maximum spin gap at low fillings (in units of t) as seen in Fig. 9. Finally, if one moves
from nearest-neighbor to dipolar interactions, then the
(1)
superconducting region widens again: Jc decreases and
(2)
Jc increases. As before, the wider superconducting region gives rise to an increased spin gap. Our analytical
approach reproduces all of these features.

A.

Estimates of the energy of each phase

The basic idea behind our estimates is to compare cartoons of the three phases captured by two or three particles, and to work in the dilute limit n  1 to make
the estimates simple. In particular, we will consider the
following three states and models of them:
• Spin-gapped phase (superconductor). We consider
the energy of a singlet on two nearest neighbor sites
and a third particle far away.
• Phase separated state. Three particles on adjacent
sites.
• Luttinger liquid. Three far-away particles.
Each state consists of three particles to simplify comparisons of their energy.
In the third case, each particle sits at the bottom of
the band −2t, for a total energy of −6t. The next two
sections provide energy estimates for the first two states,
and comparing these will let us qualitatively understand
the phase diagram.

0.6

Δs/t

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

1

2

3

Spin gap phase, not phase separated

Here we consider the energy of a state with two adjacent particles (which due to the antiferromagnetic coupling in our case form a singlet) and a far away mobile
particle; as a first, simple estimate we calculate the energy in the limit J⊥ /t is large. The mobile particle has
an energy contribution −2t while the singlet has energy
−0.5t for the J⊥ interaction and −0.75t for the usual J
interaction. Motion of the singlet occurs through higher
order terms, like t2 /J⊥ , and thus can be neglected in
the limiting case. However, the real physical case where
the transitions into this state occur are not deep in this
limit, and the singlet motion can be relevant. This is an
important point that we return to shortly.
Since in the following we want to discuss the role of the
J⊥ , Jz and V interactions, we will express the energies
in terms of these three couplings. We so obtain for the
energy of a singlet plus an independent particle
J⊥
Jz
−
+ V − 2t
2
4
J⊥
αJ⊥
≡−
−
+ βJ⊥ − 2t,
2
4

Esg = −

(25)
(26)

where we introduced the parametrization Jz = αJ⊥ and
V = βJ⊥ . Further contributions arise, e.g., when the
mobile particle is close to the singlet there is an additional interaction, but in the n  1 region without phase
separation, this happens negligibly often.
For long range interactions, the singlet can delocalize
a bit while still benefiting from the magnetic lowering of
the energy, but roughly this can be incorporated by small
modifications of α and β.

2.

Phase separated region

A similar philosophy to the one of the previous paragraph estimates the energy of the phase separated state
by considering three adjacent particles. We can ignore
all tunneling terms if t  J⊥ . Now, in the magnetization sector with a single spin up, we simply diagonalize
the Hamiltonian in the basis (|↑↓↓i , |↓↑↓i , |↓↓↑i), i.e., the
Hamiltonian matrix


2V
−J ⊥ /2
0
−J ⊥ /2 2V − J z /2 −J ⊥ /2 .
(27)
0
−J ⊥ /2
2V

n = 0.1
n.n.
n.n.n.
dipolar
standard t-J chain

0.5

1.

4

5

6

7

8

9

J⊥/t

FIG. 9. Spin gap ∆S /t at filling n = 0.1 for the usual t-J
chain [Eq. (2), data from Ref. 58], the t-J⊥ chain with n.n.
interactions [Eq. (4)], with n.n.n. interactions [Eq. (5)], and
with dipolar interactions [Eq. (3)] as a function of J⊥ /t (J/t
for the standard t-J-chain).

This has a ground state energy of
q

1
2 + J2 + J
8J⊥
EP S = 2V −
z
z
4



1 p
2
= J⊥ 2β −
8+α +α
4
with the above parametrization for Jz and V .

(28)
(29)
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DMRG results, and the role of Jz and an interaction V
are interchangeable.
Going from nearest neighbor to dipolar interactions increases the energy contribution by J⊥ , Jz and V , thereby
(1)
decreasing Jc , again in agreement with DMRG calculations.
In fact, the quantitative agreement for this transition
is dramatically improved by a simple, phenomenological
treatment of the non-perturbative singlet motion. Simply allowing a kinetic energy contribution −2t for singlet
motion modifies the energy of the spin-gapped state from
Eq. (26) to

1
Jz = J⊥, V =- J⊥/4
Jz = 0, V =- J⊥/4
Jz = J⊥, V = 0
Jz = 0, V = 0

0.8

ΔS/t

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

J⊥/t

Esg = −

FIG. 10. DMRG results for the spin gap Eq. (6) for two
particles on a lattice with L = 100 sites for systems with n.n.
interactions. Red squares: standard t-J model Eq. (2); green
down triangles: chain with Jz = 0, but V = −J⊥ /4; blue up
triangles: V = 0 but Jz = J⊥ ; magenta circles: Jz = V = 0
as in the n.n. t-J⊥ chain Eq. (4).

B.

Phase diagram from variational estimates

To determine the phase diagram at low fillings, we
compare the energies of the spin gap and phase separated state to each other and to the state with three far
away, mobile particles, which has energy −6t.

1.

(1)

(1)

(32)

Then
Jc(1) =

8t
.
α − 4β + 2

(33)

(1)

For β = 0, this gives Jc = 4 in the J⊥ case with α = 0
(1)
and Jc /t = 8/3t ≈ 2.7t for SU(2) spin interactions with
α = 1. For the standard t-J case with β = −1/4 this re(1)
(1)
sults in Jc = 2t in the SU(2) case and Jc = 8/3t in the
J⊥ case. This is in excellent agreement with the phase
diagram we found in Fig. 1, Ref. 58, and the results of
Fig. 10. It is remarkable that such a simple approximation captures the highly non-perturbative physics of the
singlet motion.

2.

LL-SG transition: Jc

J⊥
αJ⊥
−
+ βJ⊥ − 4t.
2
4

(2)

SG-PS transition: Jc
(2)

The critical point Jc is found by setting equal ESG
to the energy of three free particles, i.e.,


1 α
J⊥ β − −
− 2t = −6t
(30)
2
4

The critical point Jc is determined by ESG = EP S ,
and using the above results, we obtain

giving

For V = 0 this gives Jc /t ≈ 9.7 for α = 0 and
(2)
Jc /t = 8 for the usual SU(2) case with α = 1. For
V = −J⊥ /4 as in the standard t-J model, this yields
(2)
(2)
Jc /t ≈ 4.4 for the α = 0 case and Jc /t = 4 in the
SU(2) case. Again, the values are comparable to the
DMRG results for systems with n.n. interactions at low
fillings, though systematically larger: at filling n = 0.1,
(2)
DMRG finds for V = 0 and the α = 0 a value Jc /t ≈ 7,
(2)
and in Ref. 58 for the standard t-J model Jc /t ≈ 3 is
reported. Note that this deviation probably is caused
by completely neglecting the kinetic energy in the phase
separation region, which would lower the energy and so
(2)
lead to a smaller value of Jc . Nevertheless, this approximation is useful for its simplicity and because it captures
(2)
the main features of Jc .
Three observations can be made: First, in all cases,
(1)
this value is larger than Jc explaining the existence of
two transitions and their ordering (i.e. phase separation

Jc(2) = √

8t
.
8 + α2 − 4β − 2
(2)

Jc(1) =

16t
.
α − 4β + 2

(1)

(31)

For β = 0, this gives Jc /t = 8 in the J⊥ case with α =
(1)
0 and Jc /t = 16/3t ≈ 5.4t for SU(2) spin interactions
with α = 1. For the standard t-J case with β = −1/4,
(1)
(1)
this results in Jc = 2t in the SU(2) case and Jc = 8/3t
in the J⊥ case. The latter exactly coincides with the V =
0, SU(2) case. This is an interesting observation that
we will come back to. In Fig. 10 we show the spin gap
calculated numerically with DMRG for a system of two
particles on a lattice with 100 sites as a function of J⊥ /t
(1)
for the different cases. The values of Jc at which the
gap opens are in qualitative agreement with our estimate,
as well as with the low-density phase transition points
in Fig. 1. Thus, going from the SU(2) case to the J⊥
(1)
case shifts Jc to larger values, as one observes from the

(34)
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V.

ROLE OF DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS

Power counting shows that interactions decaying ∼
1/r3 should be irrelevant in 1D [59] and hence the phase
diagram of a model should not be qualitatively altered
when turning on these interactions. However, we find
important qualitative features that this argument fails to
capture, and in the following we argue that algebraically
decaying long-ranged interactions can significantly alter
the behavior of correlation functions.
For example, conventional wisdom holds that correlation functions in gapped phases in any dimension decay exponentially. Indeed, Hastings and Koma proved
this [77] for general short-range interacting spin systems.
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does not happen before the spin gap forms). Next, going
(2)
from SU(2) to J⊥ shifts Jc to larger values, as observed
(2)
(1)
by the DMRG. Finally, the width Jc − Jc increases
going from SU(2) to J⊥ , which also increases the maximum spin gap. All of these features are consistent with
the DMRG.
As Jz and V can be tuned independently from each
other in the polar molecules quantum simulators, one can
ask for the dependence of the size of this superconducting
region as function of both. In Fig. 11 we show the result
as obtained from Eqs. (34) and (33). Note that there is
a significant
√ increase, e.g., for α = 0 when approaching
β = (1 − 2)/2, at which Eq. (34) has a divergence.
Also note that there is a region 0.21 . β . 0.6 for α = 0
(2)
(1)
in which Jc − Jc is negative, indicating the absence
of a superconducting phase. In this parameter region,
phase separation takes over and inhibits the formation of
the superconducting phase which is the precursor region.
In Fig. 11(c), the size of the SC region as a function
of α when keeping β fixed is shown. As can be seen,
for β = 0 or β = −0.25 a large increase can also be
obtained by tuning α to negative values, −5 . α . −3.
It therefore appears very promising to study the behavior
of the phase diagram in these regions with enhanced SC
phase numerically and in quantum simulators, since the
SC phase seems to be maximized there.
Summarizing the results of this section, we note that
both a negative value of V or a positive (AF) value of Jz
act as attractive interactions. We see that tuning V or
Jz to zero leads to the somewhat counterintuitive finding that the superconducting phase gets enhanced when
suppressing an attractive interaction. This is because attractive interaction helps in stabilizing phase separation,
if it gets too large, as discussed in Refs. 60, 75, and 76.
It would be interesting to find the optimal ratios of V ,
Jz , and J⊥ for superconductivity. It would similarly be
interesting to explore the possibility to tune these terms
also in materials, in which, e.g., due to spin-orbit couplings, an XXZ-type anisotropy in spin exchange interactions should be possible, and to see how this affects the
superconducting properties of such systems.
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FIG. 11. (a) Estimate of the size of the superconducting region at low fillings as a function of α = Jz /J⊥ and β = V /J⊥ .
The result is obtained from the difference of Eqs. (34)−(33).
In the yellow region, the size is ≥ 25; in the white region,
(1)
(2)
Jc > Jc , indicating the absence of SC. (b) and (c) Size of
the SC region when keeping α or β fixed, as indicated. The
vertical dashed and dotted lines show the position of the poles
(2)
(1)
of Jc − Jc at which the value becomes negative, indicating
the absence of the SC phase.

In contrast, recent theoretical studies have found that
long-range interacting systems can have algebraically decaying correlation functions despite the existence of a
gap [61, 62, 64]. In this section, we explore this behavior in our model, where especially interesting features
emerge.
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FIG. 12. Effect of truncating the range of the dipolar interactions on algebraically decaying correlation functions, here the
density-density correlation function for n = 0.2 and J⊥ /t = 6.
The plot displays results for n.n. interactions, for a truncation
in the interaction range after 3 and 10 sites, and results for
the full range of the interactions, respectively, as indicated.

A.

Relevance of a cutoff in the interaction range

Numerically, it is a challenge to take into account the
interaction terms at all distances. It is therefore tempting
to introduce a cut-off in the long-rangedness of the interactions. However, this can lead to wrong results since
it can mask the realization of subdominant contributions
to the correlation functions, and maybe mask further effects. Here, we analyze to what extent it is necessary to
account for long range interactions in the case of the t-J⊥
chain.
In Fig. 12 we analyze the effect of a cutoff in the interaction range for the density correlations, for which there
is no gap, and consequently the correlations are algebraic
even for short-ranged interacting systems. We compare
our results for the density-density correlation function for
systems with n.n. interactions only, with a cutoff in the
interactions after 3, 10 sites, and when keeping the full
range. As can be seen, going beyond n.n. changes quantitatively the behavior of the correlation functions. The
results with a cutoff of 3 sites, however, are already in
qualitative agreement with the ones taking the full range
into account, and the results with 10 sites, for this particular example, are in quantitative agreement with the
full range results, within the estimated accuracy. Therefore, as mentioned in Sec. II C, for systems with L ≥ 100
we use a cutoff in the interaction range of 20 sites, which
makes it possible to treat systems with up to 200 lattice
sites, while keeping the high accuracy needed to investigate the phase diagram.

Algebraic tail in spin correlation functions

Here we use DMRG to show that the spin-spin correlations of the spin gapped phase of the t-J⊥ chain decay
algebraically. We provide a simple analytic framework for
understanding this behavior as well as that of other models, such as those in prior theoretical studies [61, 62, 64]
and including dimensions d > 1.
Figure 13 compares the DMRG results for hSi+ Sj− i obtained using a cutoff of the interaction range at distance
3, 10, and keeping the full range of interactions. As can
be seen, for the systems with a cutoff the correlations
decay exponentially. However, in the case of full-ranged
interactions, at distances |i − j| & 20 the behavior is
significantly different. A fit (to an admittedly narrow
spatial window) indicates a power law decay in the tail
of ∼ |i − j|β with β ≈ 8.7.
Now we present a framework to understand the behavior observed numerically. We adopt the perspective
of imagining starting with a nearest neighbor interacting model Hnn and turning on long range interactions
Hlr perturbatively. Although this is valid only if the
long-ranged interactions are sufficiently small, it should
capture the key physics as long as the long-ranged interactions don’t drive the system through a phase transition. Fortunately, at least in one dimensional dipolar
chains, the matrix elements of the long-range pieces are
suppressed by at least a factor of eight from the nearest
neighbor case, suggesting the perturbation theory could
frequently be a valid approach.
Our arguments will be based on perturbation theory
in a linear response formalism, which will allow us to apply some powerful theorems such as Lieb-Robinson [78].
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FIG. 13. Effect of long-ranged 1/|i − j|3 interactions on the
transverse spin correlation functions. The results shown are
at n = 0.2, J⊥ /t = 8 for dipolar interactions truncated after
3 and 10 lattices sites, and for the full range of interactions,
respectively, as indicated. The black line is a fit of an algebraic
function with exponent 8.7 in the long-distance part in the
case of full range interactions.
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Standard perturbation theory for the difference δ hOi of
some observable O between the nearest neighbor and
nearest neighbor plus long range interacting states gives
Z ∞
dt h[O(t), Hlr ]i0 ,
(35)
δ hOi = −i
where the expectation value is in the ground state of
Hnn , and the time-evolution of O(t) is in the Heisenberg
picture of Hnn .
Before turning to the t-J⊥ model, we will apply our
results to simpler cases: first an Ising and then an XXZ
model. These will give us simple constructive examples of
gapped phases with algebraic decay. It also will highlight
a significant difference in the algebraic decay of the tJ⊥ chains compared to these other examples, as well as
previously studied models [61, 62, 64].
First, consider
the nearest neighbor Ising antiferroP
z
magnet J i Siz Si+1
perturbed by long range transverse
P
−
1
Si+ Si+1
+ H.c.
interactions Hlr = (λJ/2) i,j |i−j|
3
and calculate the change in the observable Oab =
Sa+ Sb− for sites a and b far apart. For this case
we can straightforwardly solve for O(t) appearing in
Eq. (35) and do the integral.
Using the identity
f (S z )S + = S + f (S z + 1) and its conjugate, one finds
h[Oab (t), Hlr ]i0 = λeiJt(Pa −Pb ) h[Oab , Hlr ]i0 with Pj =
(−1)j in the Hnn ground state |· · · ↑↓↑↓ · · · i. Evaluating the remaining equal time commutator and taking the expectation value, one finds h[Oab (t), Hlr ]i0 =
λJPb eiJt(Pa −Pb ) Qab /|a − b|3 where Qab is the function
that is zero if a and b are both even or both odd and
unity otherwise. Finally doing the integral,
δ hOab i = −λ

Qab
2|a − b|3

(36)

for well separated a and b.
Equation (36) shows that perturbing the gapped nearest neighbor Ising antiferromagnet by dipolar Hlr transverse perturbations gives rise to algebraically decaying
transverse correlations. Also note that since the long
range interactions are perturbatively small by hypothesis, the gap remains open. Thus the phase is adiabatically connected to the phase with exponentially decaying
correlations, despite its long range correlations.
The structure behind this result exists very generally, even in models where we cannot exactly calculate
the correlations. The integrand of Eq. (35) that determines the response contains h[Oab (t), Hlr ]i0 , which is
a
terms. Up to constants, it is
Psum 1of four-operator
−
+ −
+ −
+
i,j |i−j|3 [Sa (t)Sb (t), Si Sj + Sj Si ] 0 . In the Ising
model, in order to be non-vanishing, the raising operator at site a needs to pair with a lowering operator, and
similarly for site b’s lowering operator, so the two nonvanishing terms are (i) a = j and b = i and (ii) a = i
and b = j. Consequently, the factor 1/|i − j|3 is equal to
1/|a − b|3 .
For general models Hnn , for example the XXZ model,
the operators such as Sa+ (t) will no longer be localized

β
|〈S+
i Sj 〉| ~ | i - j |
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FIG. 14. Results for the exponent of the algebraic tail for
the dipolar t-J⊥ chain Eq. (3) as function of J⊥ /t at fillings
n = 0.1 (red squares) and n = 0.2 (green circles), obtained
from fits to the transverse spin correlation function.

to a single site a, but at least for short times will be
localized close to a, a consequence of the Lieb-Robinson
bound. There is some subtlety, as we must integrate
out to t = ∞, and the lengthscale around site a around
which Sz+ (t) is localized grows with time. However, under
some rather mild assumptions, the integral for large |a −
b| is dominated by the regime where the operators are
localized compared to the distance between a and b. In
this case, when calculating the correlations on sites a
and b we expect a factor of 1/|a − b|3 (for large |a − b|)
coming from Hlr in the correlator. Indeed, this agrees
with previous numerical findings [61, 62, 64]: the power
law of the correlation function decay matches the power
law of the interaction.
In light of this analytic result and previous numerical
results, the correlations we find in the t-J⊥ chain are even
more intriguing. For example, in Fig. 13, the correlation
function appears to decay (roughly) as 1/r8.7 despite the
1/r3 interaction. We have attempted to obtain the exponent of this algebraic tail by fitting to results for L = 80
sites and show our results at fillings n = 0.1 and n = 0.2
in Fig. 14 (due to the smallness of the systems, the quality of our fits at larger fillings was substantially worse so
that we refrain from discussing these cases; for the quality of our fits at low fillings, see Fig. 13). As can be seen,
the value of the exponent seems to vary between ∼ 7 and
∼ 11. This is a very wide range and is most probably
affected by finite size effects. However, it indicates that
the value of the exponent can vary with the parameters,
and is larger than three, contrary to the previous understanding.
Based on the considerations developed above, we give a
suggestive argument that the decay could be faster than
1/r3 for the t-J⊥ chain. For the t-J⊥ chain the long range
transverse correlations induced by the long range transverse
dipolar interactions
in the t-J⊥ chain are δ hOab i =
R∞
−
+ −
− +
J⊥ P
1
+
i,j |i−j|3 0 dt [Sa (t)Sb (t), Si Sj + Si Sj ] 0 .
2
This is identical to the Ising example above, except the
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operator dynamics are under the n.n. t-J⊥ Hamiltonian
and the expectation value is in the n.n. t-J⊥ ground
state. Again, Sa+ (t) is localized near a. However unlike
the Ising case and the XXZ case (in the antiferromagnetic phase) there is no long-ranged order, and hence
the expectation value of the commutator vanishes as
|a − b| → ∞. (At the same level of rigor as our earlier
arguments.)
This implies any correlations induced
by the long-range interactions must occur as a higher
power of the interaction Hamiltonian, and will thus
decay faster than 1/r3 . In fact, since the expectation
value of the correlator will concern operators on two
far-separated spatial regions, which in the Luttinger
liquid typically decay at least as fast as 1/r2 , δ hOa bi
likely must decay as 1/r5 or faster. The dominant
contribution in the tail could come either from algebraic
decay of the correlator in the expectation value, or from
higher orders of perturbation theory (or both). It would
be interesting to understand the origin of the rapid
but non-exponential decay with the exponents found in
Figs. 13 and 14.

relation function in the spin gapped phase it is necessary
to retain the long-range interactions.
All of these behaviors were reproduced qualitatively
with analytic arguments that we gave in Secs. IV and V.
Simple variational ansatzes for each phase allow us to
understand the phase diagram for the t-J⊥ model considered in this paper, and predict the behavior of others
with Jz 6= 0 and V 6= 0. Our analytic arguments extend
straightforwardly to higher dimensions and may guide
experiments with ultracold molecules as well as those
searching for robust superconductors. Understanding the
behavior for finite Jz and V , and especially in higher dimensions quantitatively is an interesting future challenge.
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